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Status:

Fermé

Start date:

Priority:

Normal

Due date:

Assigned To:

Joël Cuissinat

% Done:

100%

Estimated time:

5.00 hours

Spent time:

9.08 hours

Category:
Target version:

Migration 2.3

Distribution:

EOLE 2.3

01/06/2012

Description
Faire le point sur ce qui existe déjà et le compléter :)
Related issues:
Related to zephir-client - Anomalie #1406: mettre à jour la liste des fichier...

Classée sans suite
02/09/2011

Related to creole - Evolution #2824: migration23.sh : restauration sur AmonEc...

Fermé

02/03/2012

Associated revisions
Revision 04fb6ae0 - 09/20/2008 03:06 AM - glyph
Provide a public API for creating pages that have a "shell" template.
This is a comprehensive reworking of the way URLs are internally dispatched in Mantissa, designed to provide more information to code that is
actually producing resources, and to allow applications to reduce their coupling with internal implementation details but still provide the same
functionality.
This change also includes the first tutorial documentation on producing resources in mantissa.
Some work still remains to be done in order to provide this information to all portions of an application that might require it rather than just site root
plugins (re #2707) but the foundations for a really good public API have now been laid.
More practically this change eliminates all the obscure special cases between objects providing `INavigableFragment` under the `/private` hierarchy
and under the sharing hierarchy (`/users/xxx` and `/YourOffering`). Shared items may now provide non-live adapters and `IResource` adapters.
Author: glyph
Reviewer: pjd
Fixes #2682
Fixes #2680
Fixes #2681

Revision 631adf86 - 02/17/2012 11:59 AM - Joël Cuissinat
Adaptation du script de migration pour Amon (fixes #2682 @3h)

09/22/2021
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migration/migration23.sh : sauvegarde et restauration spéciales des Amon
=> VERSION=20120217

History
#1 - 02/17/2012 11:53 AM - Joël Cuissinat
- Project changed from Distribution EOLE to creole
- Assigned To changed from Bruno Boiget to Joël Cuissinat

#2 - 02/17/2012 11:53 AM - Joël Cuissinat
- Target version changed from Mises à jour 2.3.4 RC to Migration 2.3

#3 - 02/17/2012 01:45 PM - Joël Cuissinat
- Status changed from Nouveau to Résolu
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Appliqué par commit 631adf86db4ab4fa2837017e44e62fd8488726b0.

#4 - 12/03/2012 04:52 PM - Joël Cuissinat
- Status changed from Résolu to Fermé

09/22/2021
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